#85  June 11, 1993

**SALVAGE-MASTER WET VACUUM**

The Salvage-Master P/N 970200, has incorporated a ground fault circuit interrupter (GFI) P/N 970085, since 1985. However, SURVIVAIR occasionally receives Salvage-Master Wet Vacuums which have been manufactured prior to GFI installation or the GFI does not function, has been disabled, or it has been removed by the end user.

Effective immediately, SURVIVAIR will repair Salvage-Master Wet Vacuums only if:

1. The Salvage-Master has a properly operating GFI.
2. The owner authorizes installation or repair of a GFI.

For those owners who do not wish repair, SURVIVAIR will send out the attached letter. Please conform to this policy when repairing any Salvage-Master Wet Vacuums.

Questions regarding this bulletin may be directed to SURVIVAIR Technical Services.

Attachment
Dear Customer:

The Salvage-Master Wet Vacuum listed below may be hazardous for use. We contacted your company by telephone with an estimate to properly repair this equipment. However, your company declined to have the Salvage-Master properly repaired or modified.

The use of this Salvage-Master may lead to serious injury or death. We strongly recommend that this equipment not be used. We will release your equipment upon the return of this letter. By signing this document you acknowledge responsibility for the condition and use of this equipment.

Ref: RMA# ________________

Description: ________________________ Part Number: ________________________

Serial Number: (if available) ________________________

Company Rep: ________________________ Date: ________________________

Company Name: ________________________

Person Contacted: ________________________ Date: ________________________

I understand the Salvage-Master Wet Vacuum noted above is defective. I do not wish it to be repaired, and I understand it may not be safe for use.

Signed: ________________________ Date: ________________________